
SOLID PLANK
Floors as special as you are.



Oak Traditional White

Oak Antique and Oak Historical Oak Yellowstone

Oak Historical 



The technique:
→ Dimensions: 
 Board thickness: 20 mm
 Width: 137, 162, 187 mm
 Length: 800–2220 mm 
 Minimum 3 boards of whole length in each package

→ Tongue and Groove

→ All items have a circumferential micro bevel

SOLID OAK PLANK
Enjoy the fascinating properties and the longevity of real solid boards: a warm and 
vital room feeling and a high-quality ambiance. 
Solid oak plank is 20 mm thick and is produced in widths of 137 mm, 162 mm 
and 187 mm. Choose between eight different surfaces; all of these have the 
expressive structure and rustic-casual charm of solid wood floors. 
Our tip: create your own floor design and combine planks in various widths 
or finishes e.g. oak antique and oak historical.

Oak TobaccoOak Highland

Natural surface
BOEN Solid planks are finished with Live Natural Oil 
and dried in the air according to the traditional 
technique. This way, they are perfectly protected 
and the lively character of the wood is maintained.

BE INSPIRED
We make it easy for you to find your own personal interior design style. You can find inspiration, information and design tips for our style worlds Pure Nordic, Modern Rustic, Classic Elegance and Urban Contrast in our main catalogue or on 

www.boen.com 

4
STYLE



Oak Traditional
The classic variant. Simple and 
rustic with filled knots.

› Modern Rustic

Oak Stonewashed Old Grey
The expressive grain of the oak 
boards is emphasised by oiling 
with a clear shade of colour. It 
is particularly striking due to the 
brushed surface.

› Pure Nordic
› Modern Rustic

Oak Historical
Knots are replaced by hand with 
irregular shaped knots and 
finished with an antique stain to 
give an old aged looking floor.

› Modern Rustic

Oak Yellowstone
These planks have a warm sandy 
natural tone. Brushed. The knots 
are natural and partially filled. 

› Urban Contrast

Oak Traditional White
This rustic plank contains a 
pale white pigment for a more 
subdued overall effect.

› Pure Nordic
› Modern Rustic

Oak Antique
Thanks to the stained surface 
the board exudes the charm of 
naturally matured wood.

› Modern Rustic

Oak Highland
Partially filled knots lend this plank 
a naturally aged look. Its spectrum 
of colours ranges from light grey 
to sandy shades. Brushed.

› Urban Contrast

Oak Tobacco
Oak Tobacco is brushed and stained 
with a rich smoky colour. This 
vintage character is additionally 
enhanced by only partially filled 
knots.

› Urban Contrast



Oak Tobacco
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Emissionsgeprüftes 
Bauprodukt nach 

DIBt-Grundsätzen. 


